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Mencius' theory of human nature is an important part of the Confucian 
philosophy. Mencius proposed the concept of the relationship between human 
nature and taste of the complete system first . Theory of Human Nature is the 
core theory of Mencius, Mencius from the political and economic initiatives to 
start construction of the ideal political measures and decrees traceable to the 
personality theory, human nature is Mencius philosophical framework and 
support. Mencius on the position of transcendental explaining ethics, think real 
moral standards and decrees and human nature has a great relationship, is must 
comply with the continuation of the Confucian tradition of transcendental moral. 
Chinese traditional philosophy of the basic conceptual categories – Tian, Ming, 
Dao, Ren, Xing, Qing, Yu, Qi and other concepts and their relationships and 
movement mechanisms are presented to explain, as its theoretical support in the 
framework of Mencius's theory of human nature. 
"Xing" and "Ming" is the traditional concept of Chinese philosophy, 
Mencius philosophy on "Xing", "Ming" has the elaboration. Clear the concept is 
the base to understand the Mencius theory of human nature, the theory of 
human nature Mencius mainly around the "Xing". "Life" is also important 
areas in Mencius and the Confucian philosophy. Confucius often discussed "Tian 
Ming", Zeng, Zisi to Mencius' philosophy has for the "life" of the address, where 
"The difference between ‘Xing’ and ‘Ming ’" is an important requirement of 
Mencius humanity. Thus clear "Xing" and "Ming" these two philosophical 
category in understanding the human nature of mencius deals with the whole 
philosophy system, and even the Chinese traditional philosophy has important 
used. 
This article from the meaning of "Xing", "Ming" in "mencius" resolution, 
Then verify the "Xing", "Ming" and " The difference between ‘Xing’ and ‘Ming 
" in the Mencius theory of human nature and significance of the position, Finally, 
to clarify the theory of the "Xing", "Ming". 
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